Strikes, Combination
Model 10-121 =10-094x10-026

Jamb Type: Wood
Style: Combo Square corner, box 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" x 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)"; Square corner, full lip 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 2\(\frac{1}{4}\"
Standard for: FE210F, RS210F, CS210
Optional for: 

NOTES:
1. Dimensions X and Y are variables dependent on door thickness.
2. Strike locations on frames must be adjusted for thickness of door silencers when used.

When strike/frame reinforcer is used, additional preparation is required: 2 Pilot Holes and 1\(\frac{1}{8}\)" (3) deeper mortise

Dimensions shown in parentheses () are in millimeters.